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The cosmological natural selection (CNS) hypothesis holds that the fundamental constants of nature have been
fine-tuned by an evolutionary process in which universes produce daughter universes via the formation of black
holes. Here, we formulate the CNS hypothesis using standard mathematical tools of evolutionary biology. Specifically, we capture the dynamics of CNS using Price’s equation, and we capture the adaptive purpose of the universe
using an optimization program. We establish mathematical correspondences between the dynamics and optimization formalisms, confirming that CNS acts according to a formal design objective, with successive generations of
C 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Complexity 18: 48–56, 2013
universes appearing designed to produce black holes. V
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INTRODUCTION
etween distances of 10221 and 1026 m, physical reality is accurately described by the Standard Model of
particle physics and the KCDM cosmological model
[1, 2]. Together, these contain 30 input parameters [3],
which are known to be constant across cosmological distances to within approximately one part in 100,000, with
no strong evidence that they vary at all in time or space
(e.g., see [4]). These include inter alia the strengths of the
three fundamental forces, a SU(3), a SU(2), and a U(1) and the
Yukawa couplings (masses) of the elementary particles,
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such as ye, ym, and ys. The precise numerical values of
these constants determine much of the physics of our
universe and pose a double conundrum for physicists
and philosophers. First, the values have a high degree of
arbitrariness: they are dimensionless parameters that
range over eight orders of magnitude, for no known reason. Second, it is generally acknowledged that even
rather small modifications to some of these values
would lead to universes that are vastly less complex
than our own (Ref. [3]; but see Ref. [5] for a contrary
view).
For example, the cosmological constant K—that is, the
background energy density of the universe—is empirically
shown to be approximately equal to the mass-energy density
of one hydrogen atom per cubic meter [6, 7]. However,
quantum field theory implies the existence of calculable
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contributions to K that are 60 orders of magnitude larger
than this observed value (for a detailed review, see Ref. [8]).
Although such predicted values are theoretically natural, the
corresponding universe would expand so quickly that there
would appear to be no possibility of matter accumulating to
form stars, galaxies, and life. In fact, galaxy formation—
which is probably necessary for the existence of life—
appears to require that K be within a few orders of magnitude of its observed value [9]. A second example is the neutron–proton mass difference. The neutron (mass 1.675 3
10227 kg) is heavier than the proton (mass 1.673 3 10227 kg)
by 0.1%. A free neutron decays to a proton with a half-life
of 886 s. If the mass difference were reversed, the proton
would be unstable and free protons would decay to neutrons
via the weak interaction. This would render hydrogen unstable, and chemistry—as conventionally understood—would
not exist.
Why does the universe appear so contrived? A popular
answer is to invoke observer bias. In particular, the ‘ weak
anthropic principle’’ notes that only a universe that supports life may be observed by its residents, so we should
not be surprised to find that our universe supports life
[10, 11]. However, some have found this explanation
unsatisfying. For example, if there is only one universe,
then the weak anthropic principle explains why it is complex given that it is observed, but does not explain why it
complex and observed rather than simple and unobserved
(see Ref. [11] for a detailed review). Consequently, an alternative explanation has been proposed by Smolin [12–
14]: the fundamental constants of nature might have been
literally fine-tuned, by a process of cosmological natural
selection (CNS). Specifically, Smolin [12–14] suggests that
there is a population of universes—the ‘ multiverse’’—in
which individual universes vary in their fundamental constants, and give birth to offspring universes via the formation of black holes, with some fidelity of transmission of
fundamental constants between parent and offspring.
Thus, those universes that are more likely to form black
holes leave more descendant universes than their counterparts, resulting in successive generations of universes
being better adapted for black-hole formation. Under this
view, certain phenomena—such as atoms and stars—are
simply means to the end of forming black holes, and life
itself is merely an evolutionary byproduct.
This idea relies on several important assumptions, all
of which are controversial. First, it is key to the ideas of
Smolin [12–14] that the endpoint of black-hole formation
is actually a new universe, rather than simply a quantummechanical state that will decay over time and ultimately
disappear through Hawking radiation. In the context of
the AdS/CFT correspondence (a surprising isomorphism
between d-dimensional gauge theory and d 1 1-dimensional gravity; [15]), the formation and subsequent decay
of a black hole occurs as a regular and unitary procedure
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within the dual field theory. This does not show evidence
for the formation of new universes. Furthermore, a black
hole has a finite entropy, given by S 5 A/4, where A is the
area of the horizon in units of Planck length squared.
Associated with this entropy should be a finite number of
microstates, eS, which should include the baby universes.
However, while black-hole entropy is large, it is finite and,
in particular, smaller than the entropy that would naturally be associated with a daughter universe.
Second, Smolin [12–14] suggests that the fundamental
constants can change during the formation of new universes, but no physical mechanism is known to account
for this. Third, Smolin [12–14] assumes that the new universe inherits the constants of the previous universe, up to
small variations. However, in the context of the multiverse,
one should expect not just the constants of the Standard
Model to be ambient, but also the gauge group (set of
forces) and particle content of the Standard Model to be
ambient properties as well. In this case, one would expect
far more dramatic changes to the physical laws (e.g., the
absence of electromagnetism as a long-range force) than
simply a change in numerical constants. These are all substantial caveats (see [16] for an in-depth review). Here, we
proceed on the assumption that they are surmountable.
A separate concern is that Smolin’s [12, 14] formal presentation of the CNS argument is nonstandard from the
viewpoint of evolutionary biology, which has developed a
powerful mathematical toolkit for examining the action of
selection and consequent adaptation, in any medium.
Specifically, Price’s [17, 18] equation of evolutionary genetics has generalized the concept of selection acting upon
any substrate and, in principle, can be used to formalize
the selection of universes as readily as the selection of biological organisms. In this article, we will use Price’s equation to formally capture the action of CNS, and we will
use an optimization program to formally capture the idea
that the purpose of the universe is to promote the formation of black holes. We will establish links between these
two mathematical objects, confirming that CNS operates
as if according to the design principle of black-hole formation, so that—in a formal sense—successive generations of universes will appear increasingly well designed
to produce black holes.

MODELS AND ANALYSES
An Evolutionary Model of the Universe
We consider a multiverse—a population of universes—
separated into discrete and ordered generations. We
assume that every generation contains a large, finite number of universes, and we allow for an infinite number of
generations. Every universe contains a non-negative integer number of black holes, and we assume a one-to-one
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mapping between the black holes in that generation and
the universes in the next generation.
We consider a particular generation, and we denote the
number of universes in this focal generation by n 僆 N
(i.e., a natural number, excluding zero). We assign each of
these universes a unique index i 僆 I, and we denote its
number of black holes by bi 僆 N0 (i.e., a natural number,
including zero). We assume at least one black hole to be
present in this generation, such that a subsequent generation does exist [13], but we allow for individual universes
to contain zero black holes, in which case they have no
descendants in any subsequent generation. We are interested in a set of N characters that vary between universes
and are causally responsible for the number of black holes
that form within each universe. We denote the value of a
focal character in the ith universe by ci 僆 R (i.e., a real
number). The ordered list of N character values in the ith
universe defines this universe’s ‘ character type,’’ which is
denoted by ti 僆 RN. The functional relationship between
character type and the manufacture of black holes is captured by bi 5 B(ti). This assumes that universes develop
deterministically, but we also provide results for stochastic
development of universes in the Appendix. We allow for
arbitrarily complicated interactions between a universe’s
constituent character values in determining its success in
manufacturing black holes. Finally, we allow for any
degree of heritability between parent and offspring universes, and we denote the focal character’s arithmetic average value across the offspring of the ith universe by
c0 i 5 ci 1 Dci, where Dci 僆 R.

Cosmological Natural Selection
We denote the arithmetic average number of black
holes produced per universe across all universes in the
P
focal generation of the multiverse by b 5 i僆I pibi, where
pi 5 1/n is the weighting given to the ith universe in the
focal generation (all n universes having equal weighting).
Similarly, we denote the arithmetic average of the focal
P
character’s value in the focal generation by c 5 i僆I pici,
and we denote the arithmetic average value of the focal
P
character in the subsequent generation by c0 5 i僆Ipi 0 c 0 i ,
where p0 i 5 (bi/b)pi is the total weighting given to the offspring of the ith universe in the focal generation (all offspring universes having the same weight). From Price’s
[17, 18] equation, the change in the arithmetic average of
the focal character’s value between these two generations
is given by Dc 5 c0 2 c, or:
Dc5cov I ðbi =b; ci Þ1EI ððbi =bÞDci Þ;

(1)

where cov and E, respectively, denote a covariance and expectation, taken over the indicated set (see Appendix for
details). Price’s [17, 18] equation separates evolutionary
change into two additive parts: a ‘ selection’’ component,
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given here by the covariance term on the right hand side
of Eq. (1), and a ‘ transmission’’ term, given here by the expectation term on the right hand side of Eq. (1). The
selection term arises as a consequence of a statistical
association between a universe’s character value and its
production of black holes. The quantity appearing alongside character value in the covariance is, in the context of
evolutionary genetics, termed the ‘ target of selection’’ [19];
that is, relative Darwinian fitness. Thus, the fitness of the
ith universe is given by its ability to produce black holes,
bi [13]. The transmission term arises as a consequence of
offspring differing from their parents, that is, imperfect inheritance of character values, Dci 6¼ 0. Such nonselective
effects arise in evolutionary genetics as a consequence of
processes such as spontaneous mutation and meiotic
drive [17]. In the context of CNS, the transmission term
captures ‘ mutational’’ differences between parent and offspring universes.
We can thus formalize the action of CNS as the change
in the arithmetic average of the focal character’s value
owing to differential black-hole production across universes, or:
DS c  cov I ðbi =b; ci Þ:

(2)

The Purpose of the Universe
The idea that an entity possesses a purpose may be
formally captured using the mathematics of optimization
[20]. In particular, the entity may be conceived as a maximizing agent, and its objective—and the means it has to
pursue this objective—may be defined by an optimization
program [21]:
s max f ðsÞ:
s2S

(3)

The key elements of the optimization program are: S,
the set of all strategies that may be used; and f, the realvalued objective function, which describes how well the
objective is realized upon adoption of each strategy (larger
values are better). The optimization program captures
purpose as a maximization problem: find the strategy s,
belonging to the strategy set S, that maximizes the objective function f.
The optimization program permits a formal definition
of optimality. An optimal strategy s* is any member of the
strategy set that cannot be bettered by any other member
of the strategy set, that is, f(s*)  f(s) 8s 僆 S. Conversely, a
suboptimal strategy (s ) is any member of the strategy set
that can be bettered by at least one other member of the
strategy set, that is, 9 s 僆 S such that f(s) > f(s ). Importantly, the optimization program allows one to decouple
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TABLE 1
Connecting Dynamics and Design
Numeral
I
II
III
IV
V

VI

Correspondence
If all universes are optimal, there is no scope for CNS
If all universes are optimal, there is no potential for
positive CNS
If all universes are suboptimal, but equally so, there
is no scope for CNS
If all universes are suboptimal, but equally so, there is
potential for positive CNS
If universes vary in their optimality, then there is scope
for CNS, and the change in the arithmetic average
of every character value owing to CNS is equal to
its covariance with relative attained maximand value
If there is neither scope for CNS nor potential for positive
CNS, then all universes are optimal

Six mathematical correspondences exist between the action of CNS
(expression 2) and the optimization program (expression 4). Full
details are given in the Appendix.

the notion of purpose from the notion of optimality. The
program can be constructed, making the design objective
concrete, without implying that optimality actually
obtains.
We consider the idea that the design objective of the
universe is to produce black holes [13]. Formally, the universe is considered as a maximizing agent using its character type t as a means to the end of maximizing lifetime
manufacture of black holes, B(t). Hence, we write:
t max BðtÞ:
t2RN

(4)

This formalizes the notion of the universe having a
purpose. It also permits a formal definition for optimality
in relation to the design of universes: an optimal character
type (t*) is any member of the set of possible character
types that cannot be bettered, that is, B(t*)  B(t) 8 t 僆 RN.
Conversely, a suboptimal character type (t ) is a member
of the set of all possible character types that can be bettered, that is, 9 t 僆 RN such that B(t) > B(t ).

Connecting Process and Purpose
We now establish mathematical correspondences
between the dynamical Eq. (2) that formally captures the
process of CNS, and the optimization program (4) that
formally captures the design objective of the universe.
Two concepts are of interest here. First, the idea of a
‘ scope for CNS’’: there is no scope for CNS if the action
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of CNS on the focal character is necessarily zero and, if
this is not the case, then there is scope for CNS [19].
Second, the idea of a ‘ potential for positive CNS’’: there
is no potential for positive CNS if there is no character
type that would be favored by CNS if we were to introduce it into the multiverse by mutation of one of the
existing universes, and there is potential for positive CNS
if there is at least one character type that would be
favored by CNS if we were to introduce it into the multiverse by mutation [19]. Scope for CNS pertains to variation already present in the focal generation; potential for
positive CNS pertains to variation that may subsequently
arise.
The mathematical correspondences between the dynamical action of CNS and the optimization program are
listed in Table 1 (full details are given in the Appendix).
The first five correspondences translate scenarios in the
optimization view of the universe as having a design
objective of black-hole manufacture into the dynamics of
CNS. The sixth correspondence translates in the reverse
direction. These are analogous to the six correspondences
derived by Grafen [19, 22], Gardner and Grafen [23], and
Gardner and Welch [24], in relation to the concept of fitness maximization in evolutionary biology. The view of
the universe as a purposeful object that is functioning to
manufacture black holes has a mathematical connection
to the dynamics of CNS in Smolin’s [12–14] conception of
the evolution of the multiverse. Put another way, CNS acts
as if according to a design objective of black-hole maximization, such that successive generations of universes will
be increasingly contrived—that is, appearing designed—as
if for the purpose of forming black holes.

DISCUSSION
We have formalized the dynamics of CNS using Price’s
[17, 18] equation of evolutionary genetics. This equation provides a standard approach for capturing selection arguments
within evolutionary biology and beyond [25–28]. We have
also formalized the idea of the universe being a purposeful
object—with the design objective of black-hole formation—
using an optimization program, which is a standard
approach for capturing the notions of purpose, goal, or
agenda [19, 22, 29]. Finally, we have established formal connections between these two mathematical objects, confirming that CNS acts as if according to a design objective of
black-hole formation. Insofar as CNS is an important driver
of the evolution of the multiverse (and we make no claim
that it is), successive generations of universes will appear
increasingly well designed to produce black holes.
This approach mirrors the way in which ideas of selection and design are formalized and connected in evolutionary biology, that is, the theory of Darwinian
adaptation [30]. Specifically, the idea of natural selection
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driving genetic change of biological populations is formally captured using Price’s equation [17, 19, 22, 25–28,
31]; the idea of individual organisms appearing designed
to maximize their Darwinian fitness is formally captured
using an optimization program [19, 22, 29]; and the connection between these ideas is formalized by deriving correspondences between these two mathematical objects,
translating dynamics into optimization and vice versa [19,
22, 29]. These mathematical results provide formal license
to use intentional language in evolutionary biology: for
example, selfishness, altruism, and conflicts of interest
[32]. This analogy of intentionality not only provides a
powerful shorthand that can be translated with fidelity
into statements about gene frequency dynamics, but it
also defines whole programs of scientific research: for
example, parent–offspring conflict and the evolution of
altruism (reviewed by Gardner [33]).
The theory of CNS was developed as an alternative to
the observer-bias explanation for apparent fine-tuning of
the fundamental constants of nature, that is, the weak
anthropic principle [34]. This holds that we should be
unsurprised by the apparent contrivance of our universe
for the purpose of supporting intelligent observers, given
that an alternative universe that could not support intelligent observers would not be observed. Thus, the CNS versus observer bias hypotheses concerning the apparent
contrivance of the cosmos mirror the Darwinian versus
Cuvierian approaches to explaining biological adaptation:
although Darwin described a mechanical process that
drives the evolution of adaptation, Cuvier suggested that
nonadapted organisms, being unable to survive and reproduce, would not be observed, and so our observations of
adapted organisms require no special explanation
(reviewed by Reiss [35]). Whilst the observer bias hypothesis for apparent cosmological fine-tuning has some predictive power, it does not explain why the universe is finetuned and observed rather than not fine-tuned and not
observed. Indeed, proponents of the observer-bias view
have argued that a full explanation is only achieved by
invoking a large multiverse, so that at least one universe
appears sufficiently fine-tuned to support intelligent
observers (see, e.g., Ref. [11] or [36]). Thus, the notion of a
multiverse is central to both the CNS and the observerbias hypotheses. One potentially desirable feature of the
CNS approach is that it removes the observer from the explanation, thereby achieving greater objectivity [37].
CNS differs from biological natural selection in a number of respects. For example, although mortality and competition for resources are basic facts of biological
populations, they are entirely absent in the CNS model of
the evolving multiverse. These differences have been used
to argue that CNS is only weakly analogous to Darwinian
natural selection [16]. However, Price’s [17, 18] equation
captures the essence of selection occurring in any
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medium, whether cosmological or biological, and it
emphasizes that neither mortality nor resource competition are fundamental aspects of selection. Rather, natural
selection is the part of change attributable to the covariance between heritable characters and fitness. By framing
the CNS hypothesis in terms of Price’s [17, 18] equation,
we have clarified the fundamental analogy between CNS
and Darwinian natural selection.
However, the theory of CNS does differ from Darwinism in three important respects. First, Darwinism was
developed as an explanatory framework that could
account for apparent design in the biological world, invoking only phenomena whose existence was beyond reasonable doubt; for example, the Malthusian struggle for
existence and the heritability of organismal characters
[30]. In contrast, the theory of CNS invokes speculative
ideas; for example, a multiverse and successive generations of universes that inherit their fundamental constants
from their parents, without any evidence for the existence
of either phenomenon [12–14]. However, given the importance of selection-like processes for generating apparent
design in the natural world, it is arguably sensible to seek
a selection-like explanation for the apparent design of our
universe [13]. Second, Darwinism yields readily testable
predictions, with the diversity of living organisms providing swathes of data against which these predictions may
be tested. In contrast, there is only one visible universe
against which the predictions of CNS may be tested. However, Smolin [13] has outlined a number of falsifiable predictions made by the theory of CNS, including a
reasonably specific upper limit for the mass of neutron
stars (see also Refs. [37] and [38]).
Third, although evolutionary arguments typically
involve transformations through a well-defined concept of
time, this is not true of Smolin’s [12–14] CNS hypothesis.
Cosmologically, there is no meaningful notion of absolute
time even within a single universe: relativity teaches us
that there are rather many equally valid time-slicings
(technically space-like foliations). This problem is exacerbated by multiple universes. Happily, Price’s [17, 18] equation is sufficiently versatile that it can be applied to
transformations occurring between any two populations,
irrespective of how these are temporally related. Following
Smolin [12], we have focused on transformations between
generations, where each universe is assigned to the generation immediately subsequent to that of its parent.
Although this makes the question of formalizing CNS well
posed, the physical meaning of this between-generation
transformation remains very unclear.
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APPENDIX: CNS UNDER UNCERTAINTY
Here, we show that Eq. (1) arises as a consequence of the
notation defined in the main text. We additionally allow for
stochastic formation of black holes, not considered in the
main text. Stochasticity in the formation of black holes
implies that, if we census the focal generation of the multiverse at the moment of initialization of its constituent universes, there is uncertainty in the number of black holes
that will be produced in each of these universes. Hence, we
consider that there is a (potentially very large) number of
different outcomes for black-hole formation in the focal
generation of the multiverse (e.g., universe 1 producing one
black hole and all other universes producing zero black
holes, universe 1 producing two black holes and all other
universes producing zero black holes, etc.) and we assign
each of these outcomes a unique index x 僆 X, where X is
the set of all possible outcomes. The probability of outcome
P
x is denoted qx, where 0  qx  1 8x 僆 X and
x僆X
qx 5 1. We denote the number of black holes formed in the
ith universe in the xth outcome as bix, and the expectation
P
of this quantity over uncertainty is bi 5 x僆X qx bix. We
assume that the multiverse is sufficiently large that uncertainty in the average number of black holes per universe is
P
negligible, that is, i僆I pibix 5 b 8x 僆 X. There is no uncertainty regarding the representation pi 5 1/n of the ith universe in the focal generation, but there is uncertainty
regarding the representation of the offspring of the ith universe in the subsequent generation, and so we write
p0 ix 5 (bix/b)pi. Similarly, there is no uncertainty regarding
the value of any character ci that is exhibited by the ith universe in the focal generation, but there is uncertainty
regarding the arithmetic average value of the character
among the ith universe’s offspring in the subsequent generation, and so we write c 0 ix 5 ci 1 Dcix.
The expected change in the arithmetic average of the
character value between the focal and subsequent generation is given by Dc 5 c0 2 c, or:
Dc5

X

X

q p0 c0 2c:
i2I x ix ix

x2X

(A1)

Making the substitutions p0 ix 5 pi(bix/b) and c0 ix 5
ci 1 Dcix, and rearranging, we obtain:
Dc5

X

p ðb =bÞ2c1
i2I i i

X
x2X

X

q p ðb =bÞDcix:
i2I x ix ix

(A2)

Using E and cov to, respectively, denote the expectation
and covariance of random variables defined by drawing random universes or outcomes out of the indicated sets with the
appropriate weightings, we can rewrite expression (A2) as:
Dc5cov I ðbi =b; ci Þ1EX ðEI ððbix =bÞDcix ÞÞ;

(A3)

which is the Price equation separation of selection and
transmission, averaged over uncertainty [17, 18, 39]. In the
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special case of deterministic development of universes,
that is, only one outcome in set X, we may drop the
redundant EX and x notation, recovering Eq. (1) of the
main text. However, even in the more general scenario of
arbitrary uncertainty over the development of universes,
expression (2) of the main text exactly captures the action
of CNS, and the subsequent results derived in the main
text continue to hold, provided that we understand bi to
represent the expected number of black holes that will be
produced by the ith universe.

PROOFS OF THE CORRESPONDENCES
I. If all universes are optimal, there is no scope for
CNS. If all universes are optimal, according to
expression (4), then bi 5 B(t*) 5 b* for all i 僆 I,
and so bi/b 5 1 for all i 僆 I. Hence, from expression (2), DSc 5 covI(bi/b,ci) 5 0.
II. If all universes are optimal, there is no potential
for positive CNS. Mutate a random universe,
replacing its character type with t•, and hence its
black-hole production is b• 5 B(t•). Note that all
other universes have character type t*, and hence
black-hole production b* 5 B(t*). In addition,
assign every universe a new character, } 5 1 if it is
the mutant universe and } 5 0 if it is an unmutated universe. From expression (2), the response
to
CNS
is
DSc 5 covI(bi/b,}i) 5 EI((bi/
where
b)}i) 2 EI(}i) 5 qb•/(qb• 1 (1 2 q)b*) 2 q,
q 5 1/n is the population frequency of the mutant
universe. Note that, since b•  b*, owing to expression (4), then DSc  0 for all t• 僆 RN .
III. If all universes are suboptimal, but equally so,
there is no scope for CNS. If all universes are
equally suboptimal, according to expression (4),
then bi 5 B(t  ) 5 b for all i 僆 I, and so bi/b 5 1 for
all i 僆 I. Hence, from expression (2), DSc 5 covI(bi/
b,ci) 5 0.
IV. If all universes are suboptimal, but equally so,
there is potential for positive CNS. Mutate a random universe, replacing its character type with t*,
and hence its black-hole production is b* 5 B(t*).
Note that all other universes have character type
t , and hence black-hole production b 5 B(t ). In
addition, assign every universe a new character,
} 5 1 if it is the mutant universe and } 5 0 if it is
an unmutated universe. Thus, from expression (2),
DSc 5 covI(bi/b,ci) 5 EI((bi/b)ci) 2 EI(ci) 5 qb*/
(qb* 1 (1 2 q)b ) 2 q, where q 5 1/n is the population frequency of the mutant universe. Note that,
as b* > b , owing to expression (4), then 9 t• 僆 RN
such that DSc > 0 (i.e., t• 5 t*).
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V. If universes vary in their optimality, then there is
scope for CNS, and the change in the arithmetic
average of every character value owing to CNS is
equal to its covariance with relative attained maximand value. From expression (2), the response to
CNS is DSc 5 covI(bi/b,ci).
VI. If there is neither scope for CNS nor potential for
positive CNS, then all universes are optimal. There
are three basic possibilities concerning the optimality status of the multiverse: the universes may
all be optimal, all equally suboptimal, or they
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may vary in their optimality. If they vary in their
optimality, then there is scope for CNS (correspondence V ). Hence, if there is no scope for
CNS, then universes cannot vary in their optimality. If they are equally suboptimal, then there is
potential for positive CNS (correspondence IV ).
Hence, if there is no potential for positive CNS,
then universes cannot be equally suboptimal. Putting this together, if there is neither scope for
CNS nor potential for positive CNS, then all universes must be optimal.
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